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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, I am an Executioner: Love Stories, Rajesh
Parameswaran, A Bengal tiger wakes up one morning realising
he is ravenously in love. A pompous railway supervisor in a
remote Indian province bites off more than he can chew when a
peculiar new clerk arrives on his doorstep. In another place and
in another time, a secret agent who spends her days watching
the front door of an unknown quarry discovers something she
isn't meant to. An immigrant housewife in a Midwestern town
geeing up for Thanksgiving makes a wish she may come to
regret. And a small and famous country's only executioner
claims his conscience is as clean as his heavy, washed stones.
With this glittering, savage and elegant first collection, where
reality loops in Borgesian twists and dazzles with Bollywood
exuberance, where frayed photographs take on a life of their
own and where elephants wish only to die with dignity, Rajesh
Parameswaran bursts onto the literary landscape as an
astonishing new talent.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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